
 Free Online OCR Service: 

Optical Character Recogni-

tion software can be ex-

pensive, but not here! 

 Lifehacker.com Tips: Navi-

gate Files Like a Pro with 

These Windows Explorer 

Tips and Tricks 

 BlackFriday.com: See all 

the Black Friday ads now 

and plan how you are go-

ing to spend the day. 

 Child Raising Tips: How to 

Stop Nagging Your Chil-

dren and Start Motivating 

Them 

 Holly Molly!: This Is The 

Most Surreal Illinois Torna-

do Footage You Have Ever 

Seen, Guaranteed. 

Microsoft Xbox One: The Game Console That Could Rule Your Living Room 

The Good: Microsoft's Xbox One integrates live TV in an innovative fashion 

and can control your cable or satellite cable box, TV, and receiver. Most games 

present noticeably improved graphics over those on the Xbox 360. The One has 

a slightly better roster of exclusive launch games compared with the PS4's. 

The Bad: The live TV integration is fraught with frustrations: Kinect voice com-

mands don't always work, the new dashboard is more confusing than it needs 

to be, and the system lacks full DVR integration. It costs $100 more than the 

PS4, and the additional Xbox Live Gold membership fee is required to use near-

ly every cool feature. The lineup of launch games lacks a must-have title. 

The Bottom Line: The Xbox One goes beyond gaming with its ambitious live 

TV integration, but at launch it can't deliver a knockout blow to the PS4 due to a 

higher price and uneven voice control. We suggest you wait for improvements, 

but for now, the Xbox One is better suited to forgiving early adopters. 

Arriving a full eight years to the day after the Xbox 360, the Xbox One stakes a 

bold claim as the command center of your living room. Its name says it all: the 

One Box that would have you view all your living room entertainment -- from 

gaming, live TV, online video streaming, or Skyping with friends and family -- 

through its hardware. 

A big part of that do-it-all promise is the inclusion of the second-generation 

Kinect -- no longer an option, the motion sensor/remote extender/voice control 

microphone is included with every Xbox One -- and a big reason Microsoft's 

console clocks in at $499, a full $100 more than Sony's offering. (Gone, mean-

while, are the onerous DRM and "no used games" restrictions that dogged the 

Xbox One's announcement phase.) 

So the Xbox One aims high, but does it fly too close to the sun? Is the $100 pre-

mium over PS4 worth it? See the full review at: CNET.com 

TOP VIDEO OF THE WEEK: Harry Potter in Real Life 

Titera’s Titbit: Toy Story 

Toy Story was the first feature-length computer-

animated film and the first film produced by Pixar, re-

leased by Disney on November 22, 1995. Every frame 

was rendered by computer. It took a render farm of 

117 Sun Microsystems computers, running 24 hours a 

day, to render just 3 minutes of film a week. Taking 27 

weeks to fully render the entire 81 minute film.  
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